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Abstract
Objective. To determine whether there are sex differences in patients with early rheumatoid
arthritis (RA) concerning disease activity, functional status, radiographic damage and the use
of medication.
Methods. In patients from the early arthritis clinic of the Jan van Breemen Institute (EAC-JBI),
who fulfilled the 1987 ACR-criteria for RA at baseline and had 5 years follow-up, the disease
activity score (DAS), functional status (health assessment questionnaire, HAQ) and annual
radiographic progression rate were compared between women and men, corrected for
potential confounders. The same analysis was performed on the 5-year data of the two initial
monotherapy groups of the BeSt trial in early RA.
Results. Women were younger than men (mean(sd) 55(14) vs. 58(14) years, p=0.01 in EACJBI; 53(13) vs. 57(13), p=0.05 in BeSt). Women reported higher pain levels than men and had
a higher mean DAS. In the EAC-JBI, the mean HAQ was higher in women. The annual
radiographic progression of women and men was similar in both cohorts. These results did
not change after correction for potential confounders. The median (interquartile range)
number of used DMARDs was higher in women than in men (2(1-3) vs.1(1-2), p=0.02 in EACJBI; 3(2-4) vs. 2(1-4), p=0.007 in BeSt).
Conclusion. Women with early RA have a higher disease activity score, more functional
impairment and receive more medication than men, whereas the radiographic progression
rate is similar between the sexes. Women experience a higher burden of disease. The fact
that women receive more medication may offset a possibly more severe disease course in
women.
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Introduction
The effect of sex on the incidence and course of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is complex. The
1,2

incidence of RA is higher in women than in men at younger ages,

resulting in more women

being affected, with a younger mean age. There is debate about whether female sex is a
2-5

marker of a more severe disease course.

Disease severity is often measured using disease

activity as a process marker, and functional status or radiographic damage as an outcome
marker. When assessing these domains, the intensity of antirheumatic therapy should also be
taken into account, since this has become a powerful prognostic factor.

6,7

Disease activity is often measured by the disease activity score based on 28 joints (DAS28).

8

This score is composed of both objective and disease-perception parameters. The swollen
joint count (SJC) and the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) are objective elements. In men
compared with women, both higher, lower and similar mean baseline SJC values have been
5,9-11

reported.

Women on average have a higher ESR compared with men, and for both sex
12

13

values increase with age, although ESR increases more progressively with age in men. The
other two components of the DAS28, tender joint count (TJC) and visual analogue scale of
general health (VASGH), are elements of disease-perception, mostly reported to be higher in
women.

5,10,14,15

Pain perception is affected by sex: healthy females exhibit a significantly lower

mean pressure pain threshold.

16-18

Several cross-sectional studies found a higher mean DAS in
5,11,15,19-21

women compared with men, both in early and established RA,
a similar DAS between men and women.

with one exception of

14

Functional status is mostly reported to be worse for women compared with men. In (early) RA
22,23

patients a higher total health assessment questionnaire (HAQ)
5,11,14,15,20,24

to eight years was reported.

score in women during up

Differences between sex in HAQ scores should be

interpreted with caution, however, since men intend to overestimate their functional
abilities.

25

Additionally, the aforementioned higher pain pressure threshold in men

their greater muscle strength has a major impact on physical function.

17,26

and

27

Because RA starts at a younger age in females, this results in a longer average exposure to
inflammation compared with males of the same age,

2,28

with possibly more radiographic

damage. Whether the female sex truly is a prognostic factor for radiographic damage is not
29

clear. There are reports of more frequent erosive disease in men than in women as well as
of more in women than in men,

30-32

progression rate for females and males.

but most studies have found a similar radiographic
5,15,20,33-35

Since women have a higher disease activity than men, women might also need more intense
treatment. Indeed, one study showed that women switched disease modifying anti-rheumatic
20

drugs (DMARD) more frequently during the first year compared with men , and in the
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Norwegian NOR-DMARD study the average number of DMARDS was higher in women
compared with men.

2

In conclusion, it is not yet clear whether women have a more severe disease course compared
with men. Apparent differences in disease activity between the sexes may be caused by
differences in physiology as is seen in the ESR, or by a difference in pain perception.
Measurements of functional status by questionnaires may be hampered by different physical
activity patterns between the sexes. Radiologic damage would thus seem to be the best
parameter to determine any difference in outcome between the sexes, but such a
comparison needs to take possible differences in therapy into account. The aim of the present
study is to determine whether there are sex differences concerning disease activity,
functional status, radiographic damage and the use of antirheumatic medication in two
cohorts of patients with early RA.

Patients and Methods
Patients
The first cohort consisted of patients with early arthritis, who were included in the Early
Arthritis Cohort (EAC) of the Jan van Breemen Institute. Since 1995, this cohort includes all
new patients of 18 years and older with arthritis of two or more peripheral joints and less
than three years symptom duration. Exclusion criteria are prior treatment with DMARDs and
a diagnosis of crystal synovitis, osteoarthritis or spondylarthropathy. For the present study all
36

patients were selected who fulfilled the 1987 ACR criteria for RA at baseline. Annual followup data up from a minimum of a baseline visit to a maximum of five years were used from the
period 1995-2007. Treatment of these patients was generally with initial monotherapy,
according to the opinion of the rheumatologist.
The second cohort comprised the two initial monotherapy groups of the BeSt study:
sequential monotherapy and step-up combination therapy. The BeSt study is a multicenter
randomized trial of four different treatment strategies in patients with early active RA of less
than two years duration.

37

The two other arms of the BeSt study consisted of initial

combination therapy, and therefore were considered unfit for comparison with the patients
of the EAC-JBI. The inclusion period of the BeSt study was 2000-2002. Thirty-four patients of
the JBI-EAC participated in the BeSt trial and were assigned only to the BeSt cohort for the
present study. Treatment in the BeSt study was dictated by protocol, and changes in therapy
could be made at three-monthly assessments. The next treatment step was made if the
disease activity score (DAS, 44 joint score) 38 was more than 2.4. For both cohort studies the
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local ethics committee approved the study protocol, and all patients gave their written
informed consent.
Patient characteristics
In both cohorts, the following patient characteristics were collected at baseline: demographic
data, symptom duration, bodymass index (BMI), tender and swollen joint count, laboratory
8

values disease activity score based on 28 joints (DAS28) or on 44 joints, functional status
assessed with the Dutch version of the Health Assessment Questionnaire [HAQ]22,23. The use
of DMARDs was collected from chart review. During follow-up the DAS and HAQ were
performed three-monthly in the BeSt study; in the EAC-JBI three-monthly in the first year, sixmonthly in the second year and annually thereafter. And the radiographic damage on annual
radiographs of hands and feet was assessed with the Sharp/Van der Heijde Score (SHS).39 In
the EAC-JBI two experienced rheumatologists, who were blinded to the other variables, with
an interreader intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of 0.95, each performed part of the
scoring, with known time sequence. In the BeSt study, annual radiographs of baseline and
year 1-2-3-4-5 were scored in one session per patient by two independent readers, blinded to
treatment allocation, patient identity and in random time sequence. Mean score of the two
readers was used in the analysis. The interreader ICC for the year 0 to year 5 interval was
0.98.
Analysis
Baseline characteristics were compared between males and females using Student’s t-test,
Mann-Whitney U test or the chi square test, as appropriate. In order to take the varying
length of follow-up in the EAC-JBI into account, for the outcome measures DAS and HAQ the
area under the curve (AUC) was calculated and divided by the total time of follow-up (AUCDAS, AUC-HAQ). The annual progression rate of the radiographic damage was determined by
performing a linear regression for each patient, in this way the varying length of follow-up
was taken into account. The same analysis was used for the 5-year data of the two initial
monotherapy groups of the BeSt study.
Linear regression was used to assess the association between sex (women were coded ‘1’
men were coded ‘0’ ) and the outcomes AUC-DAS and the natural logarithm of AUC-HAQ (to
approach normality), corrected for follow-up duration, potential confounders at baseline and
the number of used DMARDs. The beta’s of the AUC-HAQ were back-transformed as
displayed in the results. Logistic regression analysis was performed to assess the association
between sex (women coded ‘1’ and men ‘0’ )and the radiographic status (dichotomised in no
(0) progression or a progression rate >0), again corrected for potential confounders and the
number of used DMARDs.
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First sex was added to the models. Then, baseline characteristics were added one by one and
if it caused >10% change in the beta of the variable sex it was classified as a confounder.
Then, a multivariable model was built by adding the identified confounders in order to
retrieve the best model. This was performed for each outcome measure (DAS_AUC, HAQAUC, radiographic progression rate).

Results
Characteristics EAC-JBI cohort
680 patients from the EAC-JBI were included, 69% were female. At baseline women on
average were a few years younger, had more tender joints, and less swollen joints compared
with men (table 1). Women on average had a worse general health and more pain. Disease
activity was higher and functional status worse in women compared with men. Of the
laboratory measurements only CRP was higher in men. DMARDs used by the patients in
descending order of frequency and sometimes in combinations were (% women vs. % men):
methotrexate (72 vs. 65%), sulphasalazine (45 vs. 40%), prednisone (26% vs 27%)
hydroxychloroquine (24 vs. 15%), infliximab (7 vs. 3%), leflunomide (6 vs. 4%), ciclosporine (4
vs. 2%), adalumimab (4 vs. 2%), etanercept (3 vs. 3 %), intramuscular gold (3 vs. 2%),
azathioprine (2 vs. 2 %), cyclosphosphamide and rituximab (both <1% in women and men).
216 patients completed five years of follow-up (32%). The mean follow-up duration was 2.9
years (SD 1.8). The percentage females remained 70% during follow-up. The reasons for
patients not reaching five years follow-up (n=464) were: included less than five years before
n=216 (32%), remission n=20 (3%), changed diagnosis n=7 (1%), moved n=34 (5%), deceased
n=27 (4%), patient´s choice to not longer visit the research nurse n=106 (16%), lost to followup n= 54 (8%).
Characteristics BeSt
In total, 247 patients were randomized to treatment groups 1 and 2 of the BeSt study, of
whom 70% were female. As in the EAC-JBI, women were younger than men at inclusion, had a
higher disease activity score with more tender joints, a higher VAS general health, and a
higher HAQ score (table 1). In contrast to the EAC-JBI, the number of swollen joints, VAS pain
and CRP was not significantly different between men and women. In addition, symptom
duration tended to be shorter and the proportion of patients with antibodies to citrullinated
proteins or peptides (ACPA) and IgM rheumatoid factor (IgM-RF) tended to be lower among
females in BeSt. The type and amount of DMARDs used by the patients in the BeSt study were
described earlier.40
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205 patients completed five years of follow-up (83%). The withdrawals did not influence the
sex distribution. Patients terminated the study earlier due to the following reasons: patient’s
choice n=23 (9%), deceased n=6 (2%), changed diagnosis n=5 (2%), other reasons n=8 (3%).
Table 1. Baseline characteristics of women and men in two cohorts of early RA
EAC-JBI
BeSt
Characteristics at
Female
Male
P
Female
Male
P
baseline
(n=464)
(n=215)
(n=172)
(n=75)
Age, yearsa
55 (14)
58 (14)
0.01
53 (13)
57 (13)
0.03
Symptom durationc
20 (11-31) 19 (11-31) ns
29 (15 – 56) 20 (12 – 39) ns
BMI
26 (5)
26 (4)
ns
26 (5)
26 (3)
ns
c
TJC28
7 (3-10)
4 (2-8)
<0.01
12 (7 – 17)
11 (7 – 17)
ns
Ritchie Articlular Index
15 (10 - 20) 12 (9 – 16)
<0.01
SJC28c
8 (5-12)
9 (5-14)
0.05
10 (7 – 15)
11 (8 – 15)
ns
SJC44
13 (10 – 20) 15 (10 – 18) ns
a
VAS general health, mm 57 (23)
51 (25)
0.01
54 (19)
48 (20)
0.02
Laboratory values
ESR, mm/1st hourc
26 (15-44) 31 (16-46) ns
40 (23 – 58) 33 (18 – 55) ns
CRP, mg/Lb
16 (3)
22 (3)
0.01
20 (8 – 50)
26 (9 – 68)
ns
IgM-RF positivity, %
51
53
ns
62
73
ns
ACPA positivity, %
57
60
ns
56
68
ns
Disease activity
DAS28a
5.32 (1.18) 4.98 (1.17) <0.01
6.12 (0.95)
5.79 (0.96)
0.05
DAS44
4.62 (0.90)
4.26 (0.70)
<0.01
Functional status
1.30 (0.75) 1.09 (0.74) <0.01
1.48 (0.65)
1.23 (0.60)
<0.01
HAQa
4.0
5.0
Radiograpic damage
ns
0 (0-2)
0 (0-4)
ns
c
(1.5 – 8.0)
(1.5 – 10.0)
SHS
a) Mean (sd); b) Back transformed mean (sd); c) Median (IQR); ns = not significant.
BMI= Body Mass Index , TJS = tender joint count based on 28 or 44 joints, SJC = swollen joint count
based on 28 or 44 joints, VAS = visual analogue scale, ESR= erythrocyte sedimentation rate, CRP =
C-reactive protein, IgM-RF= IgM rheumatoid factor, ACPA= antibodies to citrullinated proteins or
peptides, DAS = disease activity score, HAQ= health assessment questionnaire, SHS= Sharp-van der
Heijde score.

Outcome measures
In both cohorts the AUC-DAS in women was higher compared with men (DAS28 difference
0.42 in EAC-JBI and DAS44 difference 0.30 in BeSt (p=0.01); Table 2). The HAQ was
significantly higher in women than in men of the EAC-JBI (0.72 versus 0.49; p<0.01); in BeSt
the median AUC-HAQ was comparable for women and men. In both cohorts there was no
statistically significant difference in the annual radiographic progression between women and
men, although in BeSt there was a trend for a higher radiographic progression rate in men.
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The median number of DMARDs was higher in women than in men in both cohorts: 2 versus 1
(p=0.02) in EAC-JBI en 3 versus 2 in BeSt (p<0.01).
Table 2. Characteristics during follow-up of women and men in two early RA cohorts
EAC-JBI
BeSt study
(Follow-up duration up to 5 years)
(All patients 5 years follow-up)
1
2
Women
Men
P
Women
Men
P
n=464
n=215
n=173
n=74
†
DAS28
3.69 (1.31)
3.27 (1.48) <0.01 2.02
†
DAS44
2.32 (0.78)
<0.01
0.80)
0.72
0.58
0.49
0.60
‡
HAQ
<0.01
0.45
(0.22-1.16) (0.30-1.00)
(0.25-0.99) (0.29-1.03)
SHS,
0.48
0.57
0.29
0.76
progression rate
0.8
0.07
(0-2.28)
(0.00-2.79)
(0-2.12)
(0-3.33)
‡*
(b)
Number of used
2 (1-3)
1 (1-2)
0.02
3 (2-4)
2 (1-4)
<0.01
‡
DMARDs
†

‡

1

2

mean (SD), median (IQR) *n=543 in EAC-JBI,p =women vs. men EAC-JBI, p = women vs. men BeSt.
DAS = disease activity score, HAQ= health assessment questionnaire, SHS= Sharp-van der Heijde
score, DMARD = disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs

Univariable linear regression results showed that females in the EAC-JBI cohort had on
average a 0.46 (95% CI: 0.27-0.66) points higher DAS28 than males. A similar pattern was seen
in the BeSt cohort (outcome DAS44, beta gender 0.34 (95% CI: 0.15 – 0.54)). After correction
for potential confounders at baseline and follow-up time (table 3), the association between
female gender and DAS was less strong, but remained statistically significant in both cohorts
(EAC-JBI beta 0.32 (95% CI: 0.16 – 0.48); BeSt beta 0.20 (95% CI: 0.02 – 0.37).
While in EAC-JBI female gender was associated with higher HAQ scores beta 1.50 (95% CI:
1.20- 1.88; p<0.01, the back transformed beta means a 1.5 times higher HAQ for women
compared to men), no association between gender and HAQ was observed in BeSt (beta =
1.16 (95% CI: 0.88- 1.54) p= 0.29). After correction for potential confounders at baseline and
follow-up time (table 4) the association between gender and HAQ remained statistically
significant in EAC-JBI, (beta =1.46 (95% CI: 1.17-1.83)), while in the BeSt cohort still no
significant association was observed (beta = 0.95 (95% CI: 0.72-1.26)).
No association between gender and the presence/absence of radiographic progression was
found in the logistic regression analysis (EAC-JBI: OR = 0.94 (95% CI: 0.66-1.35) and BeSt: OR =
0.70 (95% CI: 0.37 – 1.31)), also not after correcting for potential confounders (Table 5). In all
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three models the number of used DMARDs did not alter the association between gender and
the outcomes and was therefore omitted from the analyses.
Table 3. Linear regression analysis showing the association between sex and DAS28 / DAS
corrected for baseline characteristics and follow-up time
EAC-JBI
BeSt study
Beta
(95%CI)
p
Beta
(95%CI)
p
0.20
(0.02-0.37)
0.03
Sex
0.32
(0.16-0.48)
<0.01
Follow-up time
-0.24
(-0.28; -0.20) <0.01
-0.28
(-0.35; -0.21)
<0.01
Age
0.01
(0.01-0.17)
<0.01
0.05
(0.04- 0.07) <0.01
TJC28
0.03
(0.02-0.04)
Ritchie Articlular Index <0.01
0.19
(0.05-0.23)
HAQ score
0.29
(0.18-0.40)
<0.01
<0.01
0.19
(0.02-0.36)
0.03
ACPA positive
0.04
(0.02-0.06)
BMI at baseline
<0.01
TJC28= tender joint count basen on 28 joints, HAQ= health Assesment Questionaire, ACPA= antibodies
to citrullinatedproteins or peptides, BMI= Body Mass Index

Table 4. Linear regression analysis showing the association between gender and HAQ,
corrected for baseline characteristics and follow-up time

Gender
Follow-up time
Age
Ritchie Articlular Index
VAS general health
DAS28
CRP

EAC-JBI
Beta (95%CI)

p

1.46 (1.17-1.83)
0.92 (0.87-0.98)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.23 (1.11-1.33)
-

<0.01
0.01
<0.01
0.01
-

BeSt study
Beta (95%CI)
0.95 (0.72-1.26)
0.86 (0.78-0.99)
1.05 (1.03-1.07)
1.01 (1.00-1.02)
1.00 (1.00-1.00)

p
0.71
<0.01
<0.01
0.01
0.32

VAS = visual analogue scale, DAS = disease activity score, CRP = C-reactive protein
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Table 5. Logistic regression analysis showing the association between gender and SHS
progression yes/no corrected for baseline characteristics
EAC-JBI
BeSt study
OR
(95%CI)
p
OR
(95%CI)
p
0.97
(0.61-1.52) 0.88
1.05
(0.48-2.30) 0.91
Gender
1.03
(1.01-1.05) <0.01
1.03
(1.01-1.06) 0.01
Age
1.01
(1.00-1.02) 0.21
Symptom duration
0.94
(0.89-1.01) 0.07
TJC (28 joints)
0.98
(0.93-1.02) 0.32
Ritchie Articlular Index 0.99
(0.98-1.00) 0.05
VAS general health
1.38
(0.94-2.02) 0.10
DAS28
1.19
(0.82-1.73)
0.35
HAQ score
0.99
(0.99-1.00) 0.05
1.01
(1.00-1.02) 0.05
CRP
1.58
(1.03-2.42) 0.04
4.09
(2.07-8.06) <0.01
ACPA positive
0.95
(0.91-1.00) 0.04
BMI
OR= odds ratio, TJC = tender joint count, VAS = visual analogue scale, DAS = disease activity
score, HAQ= health assessment questionnaire, CRP = C-reactive protein, ACPA= antibodies to
citrullinated proteins or peptides, BMI= Body Mass Index

Discussion
This report on sex differences in two cohorts of patients with early RA shows a higher disease
activity and (in one of the cohorts) functional disability in women compared with men, and
comparable radiographic progression for both sexes, whereas DMARD use was higher in
women.
5

The previous finding of a higher disease activity in women was confirmed , even after
correction for baseline differences between males and females and follow-up time. What
causes the difference, when looking at separate components of the DAS? In the present study
a trend towards a higher SJC in men was found. Earlier studies found both lower and higher
SJC in women versus men, but the difference was generally small.

11,14,18

As women biologically

12

have a higher ESR compared with men , a difference in ESR would be expected. However,
this result is not found in the present study nor at every follow-up measurement in other
studies.

5,11

It may indicate that men with RA have a relatively higher ESR compared with

women, indicating more inflammation. TJC and VASGH were both found to be higher in
5,9,11,18

women compared with men, as was reported before.

Both differences may at least in

17

part be explained by a lower pain threshold in women. In conclusion, when focusing on the
separate components of the DAS score it seems that women mainly score higher on the
subjective components of the DAS score.
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Functional status tended to be worse for women in one of the cohorts, whereas earlier
reports showed a worse functional status in women during two to eight years follow-up.

5,14,15

The absence of a difference in functional status between males and females in the BeSt study
may in part be caused by the DAS-steered tight control treatment strategy. Overall,
differences in functional status between men and women are difficult to interpret for
physiological and psychological reasons, as was clarified in the introduction.
The radiographic progression rate was similar in women and men in the EAC-JBI, while in BeSt
a trend was seen with higher rates for men compared with women. In the BeSt study the
percentage ACPA positives is higher in men than in women, which is associated with more
radiographic progression.

41

In the regression model radiographic progression rate was

dichotomised into radiographic status (progression yes or no); no differences between
women and men were found, which remained after correction for confounders at baseline.
Contradictory results of sex as a prognostic factor for radiographic damage have been
reported before. A number of studies with one to eight years of follow-up found similar
radiographic progression, or sex was not a prognostic factor.

5,15,20,35,42

Three studies reported

that female sex was a predictor for radiographic progression, independent of other risk
factors.

30-32

43

Two of those used the Larsen score instead of SHS,

30,32

which is a less sensitive
31

method in an early stage of the disease, and the third was a cross sectional study. This might
explain some of the differences. Therefore, radiographic status does not seem to differ clearly
between men and women with RA. However, in order to draw firm conclusions, the intensity
of treatment needs to be taken into account.
Irrespective of whether treatment was guided according to the physician’s preference (EACJBI) or based on DAS measurements (BeSt), women had more frequent treatment changes
than men. The number of used DMARDS did not change the association between sex and
radiographic progression, but in the EAC-JBI a slight association was found between
radiographic progression rate and DMARD use, irrespective of sex [data not shown]. This can
be interpreted as consistent with the physician’s inclination to use more DMARDs in those
patients who have more radiographic progression. In BeSt on the other hand, women have
more DMARD use based on a higher disease activity (consistent with the protocol of DAS
driven therapy), but men tend to have higher radiographic progression. The higher use of
DMARDs in women may compensate for a possible tendency to a more severely damaging
disease course in women. To achieve the lowest possible radiographic progression rate, men
may need to be treated more intensively than women. As the disease activity is lower on
average in men, the cut-off level of the DAS for a change of treatment may need to be set
lower in men in the case of a DAS driven treatment setting. In the EAC-JBI cohort, which is
based on routine care, the rheumatologists may take other factors into account beside the
disease activity, resulting in similar radiographic progression.
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In conclusion, women have a higher disease activity, worse functional status and use more
medication than men, with the end result of similar scores for the objective outcome
parameter of radiographic status. Additional other measures than medication may be needed
to lower the higher burden of disease that is experienced by women.
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